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(Hie idea or concept of groups is not a new one hut is
considered one of the richest branches of algebra. Groups
haTe been laiown to play important roles in geometry and led
to discoveries in the theory of equations which together
provided the original impetus to the development of the
theory of groups. But a more general concept than that of
a group is that of a semigroup. Thus our main emphasis of
idempotents and identities in algebraic structures will be
centered around groupoids and s^aigroups. Although this
notion appears to be useful in many connections, the theory
of semigroups is compsiratively new. Our aims in considering
semigroups are to show the idempotent and identity elements
and also cite examples pertinent to them. We will also
include aspects of idempotents and identities in Boolean
Algebra, subgroups of semigroups, the algebra of vectors^
and groups of transformations. In addition we will include
a study of some special idempotent semigroups which are
defined by some identities and the listing of several lemmas.
Fundamental Concepts
We shall define the basic concepts involved in the
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development of this study otherwise not defined in the main
body.
Definition (1) A Boolean Algebra is a non-empty set, de¬
noted by U, in which two binary operations
U, union; 0 , intersection, and one unary
operation _ are defined which have the same
properties as the set theoretical union,
intersection and complen^ntation of subsets
of a fixed space.
Definition (2) A binary operation on a set S is a mapping
of S X S into S. S X S is then said to be







A groupoid is a system S(,) consisting of a
non-eng>ty set S along with a binary opera¬
tion (,) on S.
A semigroup is a groupoid such that the
operation (,} is associative,
A subgroup of a semigroup S is a subsemi¬
group T of S which is also a group with
respect to its binary operation,
A transformation T: X-^X of the set X is
a function which assigns to each element a
in X a unique element T(a) in X,
A subgroup G of a semigroup S is called a
maximal subgroup of S if it is not properly
contained in any other subgroup of S, We
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may visualize the maximal subgroups of S
as islands in a sea.
definition (8) A semigroup S is called a ri^t group if it
is ri^t simple and left cancellativd.
This is equivalent to saying that, for
any element a and h of S, there exists
one and only one element x of S such
that axsh, and S has no proper right ideal.
Chapter II
Idempotents and Identities
A binary operation is said to be iderqpotent if an
operation, when performed on any element with itself, re¬
sults in that element. Then we can consider a Boolean
Algebra as a non-enQ>ty set U with the two binary opera¬
tions of union and intersection. Since the elements of U
have many properties of sets we shall denote them by
capitals A, B., • For any arbitrary elements A,
BaU, A union B, denoted A U B, and A intersection B,
denoted A<1 B, are elements in U, determined uniquely by
A and B. For each element AeU, -A is an element in U,
determined uniquely by A and called the complement of A.
There are many equivalent sets of axioms where charac¬
tering U,, - are known. We shall assume the following
ones here:
1. A U B = B U A, AnB=B/lA,
2. AU (B U C) = (A U B) U C, A 0 (B/) C)= (A/l B)/l C,
3. (A n B) TJ B = B, (A U B)/7 B = B,
il-. An(B U C) * (A/IB) U (A/IC), A U (BOG) = (A IT B)
(A U C),
5. (A/l-A) U B = B, (A U -A)n B= B
4
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Let U be a Boolean Algebra, Then
AUA=A, AnA=A
Applying successively axioms 3> 1» and 3 we can obtain
A * A U (AAb)
= (A U A) ^ (A U B) = (A/1 (A U B)) U (A /I (A U B))
= A U A
Similarly
A = A /1 (A U B)
= (A^A) U (A/^B) = (A U (A "IB)) 4 (A U (AOB))
= A/1 B
These identities are called the idempotent laws,
A binary operation is Idempotent if the operation, as
stated in the fundamental concepts, results in just that
element. The following theorem asserts the ideit^}otence of
Intersection.
Theorem 1, A/IA = A
Protff: Let x€ ADB-^^xeA and xe B
But x€ kP k ■«-> X e k and x£ A
So X & A and x e A ■«-» x £ A
and by definition kP k - k, QED,
¥e can also prove A U A = A and kP (A-^B) = A-^B by
the same argument.
An appropriate general identity relation will not be
defined but we can define for each set A, the identity re¬
lation Sk on A, Thus the symbol " is a unary operation
symbol.
Definition, ^ k = [ ^XgX^ ; xt. A }
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In addition to this definition we need, for working
purposes, the usual theorem guaranteeing that A is the
ea^ty set only when we expect it to be.
Theorem 2. xiA^^xCA
Pro6f: <x,x> = //x) ,/ xxj} = //xjj
which follows that .Pa O A
Three simple corollaries concerning identity relations
without proof are:
Corollary 1, T>J k=k where D is domain
Corollary 2, ^ k/^k =2k
Corollary 3. R is a relation <=-? ( -PdR)/R = R
Groupolds
Definition,—An element e of a groupoid S is called a
left identity element of S if ea=a for all a in S, An ele¬
ment e of a groupoid is called a right Identity element of
S if aes=a for all a in S, An element e of S is called a
two-sided identity or just identity if it is both a left and
a right identity of S, If S contains a left identity e and
a right identity f, then e=f; for since f is a right Identity,
ef=es:f *
Prom this, we see that exactly one of the following
statements must hold for a groupoid S:
(1) S has no left and no right identity element; but
(2) S has one or more left identity elements, but no
right identity element;
(3) S has one or more right Identity elements, but no
left identity element;
(t|.) S has a unique two-sided identity element, and no
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other right or left identity element,^
An element z of a groupoid S is called a left zero
element if za=z for every a in S. An element z of a
groupoid S is called a right zero element if az=»z for every
a in S. Then an element z of S that is both a left and
right zero element of S is called a zero element of S, Any
left zero of S must coincide with any right zero of S, and
hence the tetrachotomy holds if we replace the word "iden¬
tity” by "zero."
We will now show an example of a left identity which
is not a right identity and a left zero which is not a
right zero. In the case of the identity the operation
o b> multiplication, is shown in the table below. A
similar table for the zero with the operation a o b de¬
fined as addition is also shown below.
CXgmjtle ;
i: x:) •(::)
C X :)■(: 3
Let S be any seMgroup and 1 be a syndaol not repre¬
senting any element of S. Now extend the given binary
operation in S to one in S U 1 by defining I**! ® 1 and
1 a = a 1 = a for every a in S. Prom this we can see that
^A. H. Clifford and G. B, Preston, The Algebra Theory
of Semigroup (Providence, Bhode Island: American Mathe¬
matical Society, 1961), p. 3*




S U 1 is a semigroup with identity element 1. Ehe passage
from S to S U 1 is known as the adjunction of an identity
element to S. An element e of a groupoid S is called idem-
potent if eexe. One-sided identity and zero elements are




If we have a semigroup wherein every element is idempotent,
we shall say that S itself is idempotent or that S is a hand.
A anihgroup is a suhsemigroup T of S such that if a,
h€f then there exist x, y in I such that ax = yh h. From
this it is evident that a subset 31 of a semigroup S is a
subgroup of S if and only if afc T a =31 for every a in T.
31he identity element e of a subgroup T of a semi¬
group S is an idempotent element of S; it need not be the
identity element of S, The set of positive integers is a
subsemigroup of the group I of integers relative to addition
is an example of a subgroup.
By a left ideal of a groupoid S we mean a non-empty
subset A of S such that S AC A. Similarly a right ideal,
is a non-empty subset A of S A S £ A. When we have a subset
of S which is both a left and a right ideal of S we have a
two-sided ideal, or simply ideal. A groupoid S is called
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lef-fc or right simple if S itself is the only left or right
ideal of S respectively*
Definition.—A semigroup S is cancellative if we have
given elements a and b in S and c a an element of S such
that ifcXas: cXb, then a •= b.
Theorem 5*
Let 3 he a semigroup with identity element 1.
(1) The set P /Q./ of all right /lef"^ units of S is a
right defW cancellative suhsemigroup of S con¬
taining L*(2)' The set TJ of all units of S is a subgroup of S,
and IT = POQ. Each unit has a -unique two-sided
inverse in ¥, and has no other left or right in¬
verse in S'*
C3) Every subgroup of S containing 1 is contained in
TJ.
We call P rW the right /lef;^ unit subsemigroup of S,
and IT the group of units of
Proofr
CD If pq xap’q’;= 1 then Cpp*) (q*'q)= 1, which shows
that P and Q are subsemigroups of S* They evidently
contain 1* If ap =? bq with a, b in S and p in P,^
then p has a ri^t inverse q, and a * al = apq = bpq
= bl = b. Similarly, Q is left cancellative.
(2) It is clear that U = POQ, and so TJ is a semigroup
of S. If u A TJ, then there exist x and y in S such
that XU « i* Let x and y be any such elements
of S* Then x - xl = xny = ly =. y* Hence, every
left inverse of u is equal to every right inverse,
and so u has a unique two-sided inverse u*, and no
other one-sided inverse. Prom uu*^ ar u*u =i 1 it
follows that u* e. TJ, and hence TJ is a group*
(3) Let be any subgroup of S containing 1, and let a €. G-*
Let a - be the inverse of a in G-V Prom aa*"^ =: a“l
a c 1. it follows that u g. so G o TJ.^
A semigroup need not contain a subgroup* The infinite
cyclic semigroup is an example. To define an infinite cyclic
Clifford and Preston, The Mgebraic Theory of Semi—
groups (Providence, Rhode IslanHl American Mathematical
Society, 196D, P* 22*
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semigroup, we will start by saying that if a semigroup has m
elements, where n is a positive integer, then it is said to
have finite order. But if there exists no such positive in¬
teger, the semigroup is said to have infinite order* A semi¬
group S will contain a subgroup if and only if it contains an
idempotent* So if e is an idempotent element of a semigroup
S, we can say that eS sonsists of all elements a of S for which
e is a left identity, that is, ea = a* If a ^ex for some x
in S, then ea •= e x ex - a and the converse is evident.
Similarly, Se consists of all elements of S for which s is a
right identity, and eSe is the set of all of S for which e is
a two-sided identity. Consequently we have eSe « e&oSe'. Now
eS and Se are the principal right and left ideals of S, respect¬
ively, generated by e. In particular, eS and Se are subsemi¬
groups of S and so is their intersection eSe. Moreover, eSe
has the identity element e, and thus we may speak of the group
of units of eSe, which will be denoted by
theorem 4
Oppose e is any idempotent element of a semigroup S
and the group of units of eSe. Eien is said to contain
every subgroup G of S that meets B_.
Proof: let the identity element of G be f. We ^ow first
that f - e. By the hypothesis, G/nH_ is not empty. Let a
be an element of G^OIL Let b and c be the inverse of a in
e.
the groups G and H., respectively. Then one can see that0
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e « ca sr caf as ef eab » als = f
Since e is a two-sided identity of G, it follows that G ^ eSe.
Prom theorem 3» we conclude that G c. •
A maximal sut^roup of S is a subgroup G of a semigroup
S that is not properly contained in any other subgroup of S,
If e is the identity element of a maximal subgroup G of
!Ihen G meets H in e at least, and thus G _C H by theorem
Prom the maximal!ty of G^ we have G =: H • Conversely, if e
is any idempotent of S, E_ is a maximal subgroup of S. ¥e
can then say. By theorem 2, that the groups W are just the0
maximal subgroup of S'.
Also evident from this theorem is that if e and f are
distinct idempotent elements of S, then and are dis¬
joint.
Proof: let-e = f. By definition, eSe =■ H .
Similarly, fSf = e and f ^
Therefore /O =• /~7e I ^—
Cyclic Semigroups
If we have the element a of a semigroup S, then the
subsemigroup <a> of S generated by a consists of all the
pcB itive integral powers of at
Now if = Sr then S is known as a cyclic semigrouif.
Generally we call <^a> the cyclic subsemigroup of S generated
by a; the order of a defined to be the order of <'a7 . We
can have only two possibilities.
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1, There should be no two powers of a equal. Conse¬
quently a has countably infinite order,
2, We have existing positive integers« say r and s,
with r 4s such that a^=a®. Then a has finite order.
The order of a is finite, namely r+m-lj r is called
the index and m the period of a and <a 7 , Thus we have the
relation^index +period = order +1,
It is now necessary for us to define period. Thus a
semigroup S is called periodic if every element of S has
finite order. Every finite semigroup, in particular, is
periodic. If the element a is of finite order, then
contains one and only one iderapotent, namely the identity
element of , E, H, Moore showed that some power of every
element of a finite semigroup is idempotent. We will not go
into that aspect in this study.
Units and Maximal Subgroups
Suppose we let S be a semigroup with identity element
1, and if p and q are other elements such that pq=l, then
p is called a left inverse of q and q a right inverse of p,
A right or left unit in S is defined to be an element of
S having a right or left inverse, respectively, in S, So
if pq=l, p is a right unit and q is a left unit. By a unit
in S is meant an element of S having both a right and a left
inverse in S,
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Bands and Semllattices; Bands of Semigroups
A relation ^ on a set X is called a partial ordering
of X if1.a = a
2* a = b and b =a a = b
and 3* a ^ and b^c a sC (a, b, cOC)
In other words, a partial ordering is a reflexive, anti¬
symmetric, and transitive relation. If a=b and a^b, we write
a<Cb. The converse of the relation ^ is denoted by ^ •
The following example has great significance. Suppose
we let E be the set of idempotent elements of a semigroup S
and define e s f, e and f £E, to mean ef =fe = e. Then if
e =f we say that e is under f and that f is over e. To
really see that = is a partial ordering of E, let e, f and
g be elements of E. ¥e then have the following:
<—
1. e = e and thus e s e
2. If e =f and f = e we can say that ef = fe = e and
ef=f, vrtiich follows that e=f.
3. If e=f and f=g we can say that ef=fe=e and fg=
gf=f, which follows that
eg = (ef) g = e (fg) = ef = e and
ge = g (fe) = (gf) e = fe = e.
Thus e sg and we shall call = the natural partial ordering
of E.
Now an element b of a partially ordered set X is called
an upper bound, denoted t^B, of a set Y of X if y = b for
every y in Y. An upper bound b of Y is called a least upper
bound, denoted L U B, of Y if b=c for every upper bound c
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iDOimd, denoted L U B, of T if 13= c for every upper bound c
of subset Y. The L U B is sometimes called the “join*"
Then if Y has a 1 TJ B in X, it is clearly unique. Lower
bound, denoted L B, and greatest lowerbound, denoted G L B,
are defined similarly. The G L B is sometimes called the
"meet." If we have a partially ordered set X where eveiy
two-element subset a,b of X has a join or a meet in X we
have what is called an upper or lower semilattice, respect¬
ively. It follows, then, that every finite subset of X has
a join or a meet. The join is denoted by "a Vb" and the meet
by "a/^b." A partially ordered set which is both an upper
and lower semilattice is simply called a lattice. Then a
lattice X is said to be complete if every subset of X has
a join and a meet.
As an example, suppose we let X be the set of all sub-
groupoids of a groupoid S, together with the empty set. Then
X is partially ordered by set—theoreticeil inclusion. Be¬
cause the intersection of any set of subgroupoids of S is
either empty or a subgroupoid, X is a complete lattice.
Proof; S^. f\ Sg
Let a e and la f Sg
Then ab g and ab t Sg
Therefore ab ^ /) Sg
The meet of a subset Y of X is the intersection of
the members of Y, while the join of Y is the subgroupoid
of S generated by the union of the members of Y. The a-
bove holds verbatim if "subgroupoid or empty subset of
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S” were replaced by "congruence on S",
Similarly, the set of all left, right, and two-sided
Ideals of a groupold S, together with the empty set, are
closed under set-theoretical union as well as intersection,
and so is a complete sublattice of the Boolean Algebra of
all subsets of S.
Let's recall the fact that a band is a semigroup S
where every element is idenpotent. Then S z= E is S is a
band, and so the natural partial ordering, a=b if and only
if ab=ba=a, applies to all of S.
We now consider another aspect of semigroups, namely
decomposition. By a decomposition of a semigroup S is
meant a partition of S into the union of disjoint subsemi¬
groups, denoted where , In order for this to have
any value, the S.c should be semigroups of some more restricted
type than S, i e simple semigroups or groups.
Let’s suppose that S= P floCeiljis a deconposition
of S such that for every pair of elements of the index
set there is an element fotn such that S.cS^ - S^, If
a product in is defined by«<^/^ - Tlf S, then ^
becomes thereby a band. We then say that S is the union of
the band of semigroups ^ . The mapping ^ that is de¬
fined by a^-x, if agS.c is a homomorphism of S upon/I and the
S^are the congruence classes of the congruence ^
So if-^ is commutative, we can say that S is the union of the
semilattice of semigroups
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Regular Elements and Inverses - Inverse Semigroups
An element, say a, of a semigroup S is called regular
if at aSa, that is, if axa=a for some x in S. It follows,
then, that a semigroup S is called regular if every element
of S is regular.
Notice that if axa=a then e=ax is an idempotent ele¬
ment of S such that ea=a. For we know by substitution that
e^= (ax)(ax)=(axa)x=ax=e, and ea=axa=a. Similarly, f=xa
is an idempotent such that af=a. Notice also that if a is
a regular element of S, the principal right ideal aS’=at/aS
generated by a is just aS, for a=af implies at aS. Similar
ly Sa=S'a.
Lemma 1,
An element, say a, of a semigroup S is regular if and
only if the principal right on left ideal of S generated by
a has an idempotent generator e; that is, aS*=eS’ or S’a
=S'e, respectively.
Proof: Now if a is regular, axa=a fpr some x in S,
and e=ax is an Idempotent element of S such that ea=a. It
is clearly seen that aS*=eS’, Let’s assume conversely that
2 2
aS'=eS’ with e =e, a=ex with x in S’, so that ea=e x=ex=aj
and e=ay with y in S’, in order for a=ea=aya. If y is 1,
2
then a=a and a=aaa. Hence a=aSa in any case and a is
regular.
Two elements, say a and b, of a semigroup S are said
to be Inverses of each other if
17
aba-a and babsb
If an element a of a semigroup S bas an inverse in S,
then the element a is evidently regular. Hence a regular
sanigroup is one in which every element has at least one
inverse.
Lemma 2.
If a is a regular element of a semigroup S such that
axa=a with x in S, then a has at least one inverse in S, in
particular xax.
Piroof; laet b represent xax. Then
^ba'-a(xax) a -ax (axa) r-axa-a.
bab =(xax )a(xax) =x Caxa) (xax)-^xaCxax )
*3f( axa}x xax b
Thus b is an inverse of a.
We need the following lemma for the succeeding theorem,
lemma 3.
If e, f, ef, and fe are idempotent elements of a semi¬
group, then ef and fe are inverses; of each other.




The three conditions, which follow, on a semigroup S
are equivalent:
(i) S is regular, and if we take any two idempotent
elements of S they will commute with each other;
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(11) every principal right Ideal and every principal
left Ideal of S has a unique Idempotent generator;
(111) S Is an Inverse semigroup; In other words, every
element of S has a unique Inverse In S.
Proof:(1)Implies (11). We know that every principal right
Ideal of S has at least one Idempotent generator. Suppose
also that e and f are Idengjotents generating the same prin¬
cipal right Ideal, so that eS^fS. Thus ef=f and fo=e. But
by (1) we have ef=fe, and hence e=f.(11)Implies (111). Since S Is regular we need only
to show that Inverses are unique. Take b and c as Inverses
of a, so that
aba=a bab=b
aca=a cac=c
Then we have abS=aS=acS and Sba=Sa=Sca, so that ab=ac and
ba=ca by (11). Therefore
b=bab=bac»cac=c(111)Implies (1). Since an Inverse semigroup Is clear
ly regular, we need only show that any two Idempotent ele¬
ments of S commute. We will show first that the product ef
of two Idempotent elements e and f of S Is Idempotent. Let
a be the unique Inverse of ef, so that
(ef)a(ef)=ef a(ef)a=a




Therefore b is also an inverse of ef. Now by (iii),
ae-b=a. Similarly we show that fa=a*
Thus a =(ae)fa)=a{ef)a=a.
However, an idempotent is an inverse of itself, and, again
by ^iii), we conclude that a=ef. Therefore ef is idempotent.
Now if we let e and f be any two idempotents of S,
then ef and fe are also ldeii5)otent by the foregoing. They
are inverses of each other by the previous lemma. Therefore
ef and fe are both inverses of ef, and so ef=fe.
Transformations
By a one-to-one partial transformation of a set X we
mean a one-to-one mappingof a subset Y of X upon a subset
Y*=l^ of X. By the inverse of •< we mean the mapping of
YiC upon Y which is inverse to ^ in the usual sense of
mappings, i.e,, y'eYk/ ) if and only if y*=y.
Let.?xdenote the set of all one-to-one partial transformations
of X, including that of the ea5)ty set CJ of X upon itself;
this ’*en5)ty transformation" will be denoted by 0. The pro¬
duct of two elements ,c and ^ is defined as follows.
Let Y be the domain of *6 and Z that ot 4 • If Y.^ O Z=/ ' /.
we defined=o. Otherwise, let tf * (y»c^ Then
we define to be the iterate of •C/W and/^W in the usual
sense. Clearly is a one-to-one transformation of W
upon W and so belongs to Henceis a semigroup,
which we call the symn^tric inverses semigroup on the
20
set
We must now show that is an inverse semigroup*
Since oC is evidently inverse to in in other words«
eLtC=-#6 and iC'^tCeL '*6', it is clear that-^x is regular*
We say that an element of is idempotent if and only if
it is the identity mapping on some subset of X, from which
it is clear that any two idempotents commute*
The Algebra of Vectors and Groups of Transformations
Originally vectors have been thought of as geometric
objects but under addition they form an abelian group* An
example of this algebra in geometry is the algebra of trans¬
formations* We define a transformation T: X->X of a set X
as a function which assigns to each element a in X a unique
element T(a) in X. For example, if G is an abelian group
under multiplication, then the function T(a)=a“^ carrying
each element of G into its multiplicative inverse is a
transformation T: G->G. This particular transfoi*mation,
applied twice, is the identity, since T(T(a))=(a“^)-l=a*
The algebra of transformation leads us back to multi¬
plicative groups without the commutative law* We define a
group of transformations on a set X as a non-empty set





1, If T is in G, so is its inverse
2. If S and T are In G, so is their con5)osite ST.
These two conditions insure also that the identity
transformation I on X must be in G, because I=T"^o T. We
cannot say that every group of transformations is an abelian
group because in an abelian group the composition must be
commutative. Consequently, we should enlarge our conception
of algebra in general and of groups In particular by allow¬
ing a non-commutative multiplication. Then
Definition. A (multiplicative) group G is a set of elements
a, b, ... such that
(i) To any two elements a, b, in G there is a
product ab in G which satisfies (1) if a^b, then ac=bc and
(2) if a^b, then ca=cb, ... for multiplication of equalities,
(ii) For a, b, c in G, a(bc)*(ab)c;
(III) There is an element 1 in G such that
la= a = al , all a in G.
(iv) To each element A in G there is in G an element
a“^ such that a“^a=l=aa"^,^
^The National Council of Teachers of Mathematics, In¬




This section on Idempotent semigroups Is taken from
the study made by David McLean, University of Chicago and
reported In the 19514- American Mathematical monthly as
follows:
An Idempotent semigroup Is a system of elements
closed under an associative multiplication such that, for
2
every element a of the semigroup, a = a. In this paper,
McLean deals exclusively with Idenqpotent semigroups.
For every element a of the system he defines two sets,
Sa and Ta by the equivalences
ax=x X £ x<r^ *^^a
The sets Sa and Ta have the property that S^ =S^j and T^ =T]3
—f a=b. Thus the two sets characterize the element.
Lemma 1. An Idempotent semigroup Is antl-commutatlve If and
only If for every three eleiaents a, b, and c of the semigroup
abc=ac. A semigroup Is said to be antlcommutatlve when no
two distinct elements of the semigroup commute.
Proof: If we have abc=ac for any three elements In the semi¬
group, then (ab) (ba)=atoa=a, and (ba) (ab)=bab=b. Thus If
22
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ab=ba, then a=sb. If the semigroup is anticommutative tiien«
since a(axa)=(axa)a=(axa), we must conclude that a=axa for
any x. Thus we have abc=ab(cac=2^(bc)a7 c=a^c=ac.
Lemma 2. In an anticoimnutative idempotent semigroup^ S^^^^ab
and Ti,=Tab for any a and b.
Proof: Using Lemma 1, we see that since ax=abx, ax=x abx=x
so Sa=Sab» Since xb=xab, xb=x xab=x so Tb=Tab»
The elements of an anticommutative idempotent semigroup
are characterized by the two sets Sa and Ta and are multi¬
plied by the rule that (Sa, Ta)(Sb, ^)=(Sa, Tb)*
Lemma 3* In a commutative iden^otent semigroup Sa“^a» and
Sab^'Sa Sb*
Proof: The first part is obvious. Now if x SaS^, then
abx=ax=x so that x S^^j, and so S^^ (1 S^ C If x a
2
then abx=x. It follows that ax=a(abx)=a bx=abx=x, and bx=
b(abx)=ab^x=abx*x. Therefore x £ Sa /I Sb, and Sab<^Sa/1Sb,
QBD.
Prom the above lemma, we conclude that each elen^nt of
a commutative idempotent semigroup is characterized by a
single set, and that the multiplication is represented by
the intersection.
Next McLean defines two relations, R and L, by the
equivalences
aRb^-^b = b and ba = a
aLb^^ab = a and ba = b
Lemma aRb^-^Sa=Si,, and aLb4r> This lemma is not
proved but we see that R and L relations are equivalence re¬
lations*
Lemma. 5* aRb>-^ caRcb, and aLb-^acLbc*
Proof: If aRb, then ab=b and consequently cab=cb. It follows
that (ca)(cb)=(ca)(cab)=(ca)(ca)b=(ca)b=cab=cb. Similarly
cbca=ca. Therefore caRcb. In the same way, the second im¬
plication c an be proved.
A relation P is defined by the equivalence:
aba=a and bab=b^ apb
Lemma 6* aRb and bLc—^aPc.
Proof: By Itemma 5» caRcb and baLca, By hypothesis, ba=a and
cb“c sp caRc and aLca. Thus, by definition, (ca)c=c and
a(ca)-a. Consequently aPc.
Lemma 7 and 8 are stated without proof.
Lemma 7* aLb or aRb -^aPb and caPcb and acPbc.
Lemma 8. aPb —^^aRab and bLab and bRba and aLba.
Lemma 9. Transitivity of the relation P: aPb and bPc-^aPc.
Proof: If aPb and bPc, then by Lemma 8 bLab, bLcb, bRba, and
bRbc, Since the R and L relations are symmetric and transi¬
tive, abLcb and baRbc. By Lemma abaLcba and cbaRcbc.
But aba=a and cbc=c so aLcba and cbaRc, Thus by Lemma 6, aPc.
Lemma 10. aPb —7caPcb and acPbc.
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Proof: If aPb, then by Lemma 8 aRab and bLab« Now by Lemma
7* caPcab, cbPcah, acPabc, and bcPabc. By Lemma 9, caPcb
and acPbc,^
^David McLean, "Idempotent Semigroups,” American
Mathematical Monthly, (I951i), 111.
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